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GUARANTEED GROWTH PLAYBOOK 
21 Simple Ways to Increase Sales and Leads and Money 

 

Upsizing 

1. If customers/clients initially ordered One Thing (product or service), add a re-order offer to 
the emailed invoice. Also put offer on packing slip if you use one.  

2. If customer’s initial order was for multiple things, add a cross-sell offer to the emailed 
invoice, and print the same offer on the packing slip.  

3. 5-7 days after customer received product offer a second (or a third) unit with free shipping.  

4. 5-7 days after they’ve received your product offer a complimentary product that enhances 
the results from the product they’ve just purchased.  

5. 20 days after they’ve received your product, have been using it, and are about to run out… 
Offer to automatically ship a new unit once a month “so they never have to run out.”  

6. CRAZY SUBSCRIPTION PRICING* 

• Based on history (or careful guess) calculate the Average Re-Order Times as the 
number of TIMES or MONTHS average customer re-orders your product.  

• If Average Re-Order Times is 6 times or less… 

• Divide the Average Re-Order Times by that product’s gross margin percentage to get 
the Subscription Factor.   

• Multiply Subscription Factor by the single unit price to get Crazy Subscription Price.  

The gross margin on the Crazy Subscription will typically yield 35-65% more money for you 
and a deep discount from the full 12-month price for your customer. 

*Right after I taught Crazy Subscription Pricing to a well-known and talented info marketer 
his average first purchase profit instantly jumped more than 40% 

7. Use CRAZY SUBSCIPTION PRICING as the basis of a follow up offer 
 

Training Customers To Consume More 

 

8. Talk to a bunch of customers (10-20) to find out if they have other problems they address 
with your product. Cross-promote all of your product’s common uses/benefits to all of your 
customers. And now offer them more of your product because they’ll need it. 

9. Pull a list of everyone who purchased your product between 6 and 12 months ago haven’t 
didn’t reordered since then. Start your regular reorder campaign again. 

10. Send a LOST CUSTOMER REACTIVATION sequence taking responsibility for them not 
reordering. Ask if there’s something you did wrong and request they call/write/text telling 
you what it was. Offer to fix whatever it was and make the CRAZY SUBSCRIPTION OFFER. 

11. Back to #10, this time offer a unit for NO COST (Free + Shipping) 
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12. If average order size is more than $75, offer a free consultation with a certified XXX* expert 

13. Invite customers to a webinar on how to XXX* 
 
* XXX is something important to do with your product  

 

Mixed Channel Follow Up 
 

14. Make any offer using a postcard sequence rather than email.  

15. Set up a customer calling program. Ask about their experience using your products. Ask 
what else is happening in their lives. Do they have any un-addressed functional challenges 
or problems? You can see where this is going… 

16. Text customers with a super-special price for a multi-unit sale 

17. If you sell on Amazon or via any distribution channel where you don’t get contact info: Box 
your product!  Now stuff the box with an offer coupon redeemable via your website. If you 
can’t box, print the offer coupon on super thin paper and fold into bottle top. (Amazon 
doesn’t like this, but they don’t police it.)  

 

Product Extensions 
 

18. Create a super-charged version of your product – this one using all the expensive parts 
you’d love to include in your standard version, but which sells or more. Offer this to 
satisfied customers who want “more” of the result. 

19. Ask yourself, “What is the biggest problem my customer (for a specific product) ALSO HAS. 
Create a new product that addresses THIS problem. Sell them that.  

20. See #19.  White label the product instead of creating it yourself.  

21. Create a diagnostic tool that helps customers identify common, yet hidden, "functional 
“insufficiencies” that co-arise with the situation your primary product addresses. Offer 
solutions that address those situations. This strategy has a huge impact as it allows you to 
“logically” jump to a new category for that customer.  

 

I help info marketers, ecommerce companies (including dietary supplements), dealmakers, 
consultants, coaches, and other entrepreneurs develop marketing, sales and product strategies 
that dramatically accelerate sales growth. If you’d like to arrange a free consultation drop me a 
note at p@lemberg.com.  
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